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SmarterNotify Help
Welcome to the SmarterNotify Help System. On the left you can find various topics that will help you

use SmarterNotify more effectively. The SmarterTools Community Forums are also an excellent

source of information from other SmarterNotify users.
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Getting Started
SmarterNotify comes as a single installation file that contains everything necessary to run the product.

The SmarterNotify installer can be downloaded from the SmarterTools Knowledge Base .

Follow these steps to install SmarterNotify:

• Run the SmarterNotify installer by double-clicking on the SmarterNotify Setup icon .

• The InstallShield Wizard should open and will walk you through the install process. Click the

Next button.

• Read and accept the terms of the EULA. If you wish, you can also print a copy of the EULA

for your records at this time. Click the Next button.

• Choose a location to install the files. By default, SmarterNotify installs to C:\Program

Files\SmarterTools\SmarterNotify. It is recommended to install the files to the default location,

but if you would like to install to a different folder, click Browse and select another folder. Then

click the Next button.

• SmarterNotify will configure your new software installation. Once the installation is complete,

click Finish to exit InstallShield Wizard.

• Double-click the SmarterNotify desktop icon to start the program.

The first time that you open SmarterNotify you will see a pop-up message explaining the Read Out

Loud feature. This feature reads aloud the date and subject of a notification and can be used in

conjunction with notification sounds. By default, this feature is enabled. For information on disabling

this feature, refer to the Settings section of this help document.

By default, SmarterNotify is set to start automatically when you turn on your computer and log in to

Windows. When the application is running, the SmarterNotify icon will appear in the system tray. You

can manage some application settings and features by right-clicking on the SmarterNotify system tray

icon. For more information, refer to the Using the System Tray Icon section of this help document.
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General Information

What is SmarterNotify?
SmarterNotify is an easy-to-use Windows-based notification utility that sends notifications directly to

a user's desktop.

SmarterNotify installs locally on your computer and is configured to run from the system tray. Users

can create connections to SmarterTools products or third-party applications to monitor for events that

fit user-specified parameters. When an event is detected, SmarterNotify alerts the user with visual

and/or audible indicators. SmarterNotify's Read Out Loud feature can even read aloud the notification

details to the user.

SmarterTools and Third-Party Support
Fully compatible with SmarterTool's event-driven architecture, SmarterNotify provides users the

ability to monitor SmarterTools products from their Windows desktop, eliminating the need for

always-open email clients and Web browsers. SmarterNotify is compatible with SmarterTrack, and

compatibility for SmarterMail

Built with third-party integration in mind, SmarterNotify supports external Web services and plugins

so you can receive notifications on just about anything you need.

Unclutter Your Desktop
While some applications may have built-in notification features, most require a local installation or an

open Web browser to see these notifications. In addition, the built-in notification features of these

applications only works when the applications are running, which can drain valuable system resources

and clutter your desktop. Because SmarterNotify can communicate with any application through the

use of Web services and plugins, the need for always-open applications and Web browsers is

eliminated—giving you the ability to stay organized and informed.

System Requirements
Because SmarterNotify does not use a significant portion of your computer's resources, the

requirements to run the application are minimal. Therefore the system requirements needed to run the

supported operating systems are adequate.

Minimum Requirements
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• 300 MHz processor

• 128 MB RAM

• 1.5 GB hard disk space (SmarterNotify requires only 464 KB)

• Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows Server 2003 and higher

• Keyboard and a Microsoft Mouse or some other compatible pointing device

• Video adapter and monitor with Super VGA (800 x 600) or higher resolution

Using the System Tray Icon
By default, SmarterNotify is set to start automatically when you turn on your computer and log in to

Windows. When the application is running, the SmarterNotify icon will appear in the system tray.

Managing Settings and Features from the System Tray
The following application settings and features can be managed by right-clicking on the SmarterNotify

icon in the system tray:

• Open SmarterNotify - Selecting this option maximizes the SmarterNotify interface.

• Manage Settings - Selecting this option opens the settings window in which you can make

changes to the general application and notification settings.

• Enable Notification Sounds - Selecting this option will enable or disable notification sounds.

Note: If a check appears next to this option, notification sounds are enabled.

• Snooze All - Selecting this option will snooze all active notifications for a specified amount of

time.

• Dismiss All - Selection this option will delete all of your notifications.

• Read Out Loud Active Notifications - Selecting this option will cause SmarterNotify to read

aloud the date and subject of all previously received notifications.

• Help Topics - Selecting this option will open the online help for SmarterNotify in a new

browser window.

• Exit - Selecting this option will close the SmarterNotify program.

Disabling SmarterNotify from Launching Automatically
Follow these steps to disable SmarterNotify from launching in the system tray when you log in to

Windows:

• Select the Start menu from the Windows taskbar.

• Select Programs or All Programs (depending on the version of Windows you are running) and

select the Startup folder.
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• Right-click on the SmarterNotify icon and select Delete . This should remove SmarterNotify

from the Startup folder and prevent it from starting automatically.
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Managing Connections

Managing Connections Overview
Before you can receive notifications, you must create a connection profile. The connection profile is a

set of information SmarterNotify uses to connect to a server and search for messages. Use the contents

of this section to get a general understanding of connection profiles and how to modify or delete them.

Creating a Connection
SmarterNotify works by creating a connection with a server and asking if an event that fits the

parameters you set has occurred. However, SmarterNotify doesn't intuitively know how to contact the

server. You'll need to provide that information by creating a new connection profile. Connection

profiles can be created for four types of providers:

• SmarterMail - A Windows mail server created by SmarterTools

• SmarterTrack - A customer service software application created by SmarterTools for tracking,

managing, and reporting on tickets and live chats

• Web Service Provider - Any third-party application that uses Web services to send and receive

information from a server

• Plugin Provider -Any auxiliary program (usually a.DLL or .EXE file) that works with a

software application to enhance its capability

Note: Connection profiles cannot be created for SmarterMail until the release of SmarterMail 6.0.

More information on creating connection profiles for each type of provider can be found in the

following sections of this help document:

• Using SmarterNotify with SmarterTrack

• Using SmarterNotify with Web Service Providers

• Using SmarterNotify with Plugins

Connection profiles are displayed in a tree view in the left column of the SmarterNotify interface. This

area is called the connection profile pane. For organizational purposes, SmarterNotify groups

connection profiles by the type of provider. For example, all of the connection files for SmarterTrack

would be found in the SmarterTrack folder in the connection profile pane.

Monitoring the Status of a Connection
The connection indicator, or the colored ball next to the connection profile name, lets the user know if

SmarterNotify is communicating with a server. Three different status levels are possible:
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• Green - SmarterNotify is communicating with a server and the user can receive notifications.

• Yellow - SmarterNotify is unable to connect to a server and the user cannot receive

notifications.

• Red - SmarterNotify is not communicating with a server and the user cannot receive

notifications.

Editing a Connection
You can make changes to a connection profile at any time by selecting the connection profile in the

connection profile pane and selecting Manage and then selecting Edit Connection in the menu bar.

You can also right-click on the selected connection profile and select Edit Connection to make

changes to the profile.

This will open the connection profile box, which you may recognize from when you originally created

the connection.

Deleting a Connection
You can delete a connection profile at any time by selecting the connection profile in the connection

profile pane and selecting Manage and then selecting Delete Connection in the menu bar. You can also

right-click on the selected connection profile and select Delete Connection to delete the profile. Once a

connection profile is deleted, it cannot be recovered.

Starting, Stopping, and Refreshing a Connection
On occasion, you might want to manually alter the status of a connection profile. The easiest way to

do this is by stopping and starting the connection.

Stopping a connection will cause SmarterNotify to cease communication with a server. When a

connection profile is stopped, the user will not receive notifications for that connection profile. To stop

a connection, select the connection profile in the connection profile pane and select Manage in the

menu bar. Then select Stop Connection . You'll know the connection has stopped when the connection

indicator turns red. Note: You will not receive notifications for the stopped connection profile until

you have manually resumed the connection or restarted the SmarterNotify program (if the connection

profile was set to connect on application start).

Starting a connection will cause SmarterNotify to resume communication with a server and enable the

user to receive notifications for that connection profile. To start a connection, select the connection

profile in the connection profile pane and select Manage in the menu bar. Then select Start Connection

. You'll know the connection has resumed when the connection indicator turns green.
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By default, SmarterNotify searches for notifications every 20 seconds. You can force SmarterNotify to

search immediately for notifications, even if the 20-second default interval has not been reached, by

selecting the connection profile in the connection profile pane and select Manage in the menu bar.

Then select Refresh .

Terms Used
Connection Indicator - The colored ball next to the connection profile name that lets the user know if

SmarterNotify is communicating with a server.

Connection Profile - A set of information that SmarterNotify uses to connect to a server.

Connection Profile Panel - The left column of the SmarterNotify interface in which a tree view of

connection profiles are displayed.

Connecting to SmarterTools Products

Supported Products
SmarterNotify is compatible with the following SmarterTools products:

• SmarterMail 5.5 and later

• SmarterTrack 3.6 and leter

SmarterNotify does not currently support any version of SmarterStats.

Using SmarterNotify with SmarterMail
Use SmarterNotify in conjunction with SmarterMail 5.5 or later to monitor an unlimited number of

events for domains, mail servers, or individual users. For example, a system administrator monitoring

multiple mail servers may use SmarterNotify in conjunction with SmarterMail 5.5 to receive desktop

notifications when the configuration of any server changes, an intrusion is detected, or when a user

exceeds the disk space utilization threshold

Using SmarterNotify with SmarterTrack
SmarterTrack brings all the functionality of a Help Desk, Ticket System, Live Chat, WhosOn, Cost

Analysis, Data Mining, Reporting, and Knowledge Base in one software application—delivered

through one elegant Web interface. Because both SmarterTrack and SmarterNotify were built by

SmarterTools developers, the two programs are highly compatible. SmarterTrack's events system

allows users to act on events that occur throughout the system when certain actions occur, such as the

creation of a new ticket or the modification of a KB article. Many users will find that using
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SmarterTrack in conjunction with SmarterNotify will free up their workspace because there will no

longer be a need to keep the SmarterTrack Web application open to receive event notifications from

SmarterTrack.

To use SmarterNotify in conjunction with SmarterTrack, you'll need to create an event in

SmarterTrack as usual. For more information on creating events in SmarterTrack, refer to the Create a

New Event article in the SmarterTrack Online Help.

Note: When creating a new event in SmarterTrack, the action must be set to "Use My Notification

Profile" to receive notifications in SmarterTrack or SmarterNotify. The user will not receive

notifications from SmarterNotify if any other event action is chosen in SmarterTrack.

Creating a Connection Profile
Once an event has been created in SmarterTrack, you can create a connection profile for the event in

SmarterNotify.

Follow these steps to create a connection profile for a SmarterTrack event:

• From the SmarterNotify interface, select Manage in the menu bar. Then select New

Connection . This should open a connection profile box.

• Choose a name for the connection profile and type it into the Profile Name field.

• Select the type of connection profile you are creating. In this instance, you would select

"SmarterTrack" from the drop-down menu.

• Type the Web site portal address for SmarterTrack into the Server Address field. This URL is

specific to each server, so contact your site administrator if you do not have this information.

• Type the username you use to log in to SmarterTrack into the Authorized Username field.

• Type the login password you use to log in to SmarterTrack into the Authorized Password field.

• Type the username for the user you are receiving notifications for in the Agent Username

field. Note: Unless you are an administrator, the Agent Username will be the same as the

Authorized Username.

• By default the Enable Connection on Application Start box is checked. If you do not want

SmarterNotify to search for notifications for this connection profile every time you start the

application, you can uncheck this box. However, you will have to manually force SmarterNotify

to search for notifications. For more information on how to do this, refer to the "Starting,

Stopping, and Refreshing a Connection" article in the Managing Connections Overview section

of this help document.

• Click Save .
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The newly created connection profile should appear in the connection profile pane. You can edit the

connection profile at any time. Information on editing and managing connection profiles can be found

in the Managing Connections Overview section of this help document.

Terms Used
Agent Username - The username for the user you are receiving notifications for.

Authorized Password - The login password that corresponds to the authorized username and is

required before logging in to SmarterMail, SmarterTrack or an external Web application.

Authorized Username - The name you use to identify yourself when logging into SmarterMail,

SmarterTrack or an external Web application.

Profile Name - The name the user wants associated with the connection profile.

Provider - The source or type of connection profile. The types of connection profiles supported by

SmarterNotify are SmarterMail, SmarterTrack, Web Service Provider, and Plugin Provider.

Server Address - The Web site portal address for SmarterMail or SmarterTrack.

Connecting to a Web Service Provider

Web Service Providers Overview
Built with third-party integration in mind, SmarterNotify allows users to connect to external

applications through the use of Web services.

Some users may wish to increase the functionality of SmarterNotify through the use of a Web service

provider. A Web service provider is a third-party application that uses Web services to send and

receive information from a server. For example, a company could create a Web service provider that

notifies the Human Resources department when a new application for employment is submitted

through its Web site.

In order to receive notifications from a Web service provider, the Web service provider must be

configured to work with SmarterNotify. More information on setting up an external Web service for

SmarterNotify can be found in the Requirements for Web Service Providers section of this help

document.
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Using SmarterNotify with Web Service Providers
Creating a Connection Profile
Once a Web service provider is configured to work with SmarterNotify, you can create a connection

profile for the Web service provider.

Follow these steps to create a connection profile for a Web service provider:

• From the SmarterNotify interface, select Manage in the menu bar. Then select New

Connection . This should open a connection profile box.

• Choose a name for the connection profile and type it into the Profile Name field.

• Select the type of connection profile you are creating. In this instance, you would select "Web

Service Provider" from the drop-down menu.

• Type the URL to the external Web service into the Connection URL field. This URL is

specific to each Web service, so contact the Web service administrator if you do not have this

information.

• Type the username you use to log in to the Web service into the Authorized Username field.

• Type the login password you use to log in to the Web service into the Authorized Password

field.

• Type the username for the user you are receiving notifications for in the Data Username field.

• By default the Enable Connection on Application Start box is checked. If you do not want

SmarterNotify to search for notifications for this connection profile every time you start the

application, you can uncheck this box. However, you will have to manually force SmarterNotify

to search for notifications. For more information on how to do this, refer to the "Starting,

Stopping and Refreshing a Connection" article in the Managing Connections Overview section

of this help document.

• Click Save .

The newly created connection profile should appear in the connection profile pane. You can edit the

connection profile at any time. Information on editing and managing connection profiles can be found

in the Managing Connections Overview section of this help document.

Terms Used
Authorized Password - The login password that corresponds to the authorized username and is

required before logging in to SmarterMail, SmarterTrack or an external Web application.

Authorized Username - The name you use to identify yourself when logging into SmarterMail,

SmarterTrack or an external Web application.
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Connection URL - The URL to the Web service that the user created.

Data Username - Any identifier, such as a username, that is used to received notifications for a

specific Web service.

Profile Name - The name the user wants associated with the connection profile.

Provider - The source or type of connection profile. The types of connection profiles supported by

SmarterNotify are SmarterMail, SmarterTrack, Web Service Provider, and Plugin Provider.

Requirements for Web Service Providers
When creating a Web service provider for SmarterNotify, you will want to ensure the Web service

provider meets the following requirements:

• Must have "SmarterNotify" as its namespace

• Must implement INotifyProvider from the SmarterNotify.Connector DLL file

• Methods that are implemented from INotifyProvider must be preceded with a [WebMethod]

block at the top of each of them

• Methods that are implemented from INotifyProvider cannot return null values or throw

exceptions. If this happens, SmarterNotify will run slower than usual when trying to connect to

this provider.

Note: If you do not have at least moderate programming knowledge, it is not recommended to create

Web service providers for use with SmarterNotify.

The following code is a general template that progammers can use to get an idea of what their Web

service provider should look like when the above requirements are met. Note: This code is a blueprint

and will not function.

using System; using System.Collections.Generic; using System.Linq; using

System.Web; using System.Web.Services; using SmarterNotify.Connector;

namespace SmarterNotifyWebProvider { /// <summary> /// Summary description

for WebService1 /// </summary> [WebService(Namespace = "SmarterNotify" )]

public class svcSmarterNotifyProvider : System.Web.Services.WebService,

INotifyProvider { #region INotifyProvider Members [WebMethod] public

GenericResult DismissAllReminders( string authUsername, string

authPassword, string dataUsername, List<InputValue> customVariables) { ///

Called by SmarterNotify: /// - When SmarterNotify calls to "Dismiss All"

from this server /// /// Returns a GenericResult object } [WebMethod]

public GenericResult DismissReminder( string authUsername, string

authPassword, string dataUsername, string reminderID, List<InputValue>
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customVariables) { /// Called by SmarterNotify: /// - When SmarterNotify

calls to "Dismiss" a notification from this server /// /// Returns a

GenericResult object } [WebMethod] public RemindersResult GetAllReminders(

string authUsername, string authPassword, string dataUsername,

List<InputValue> customVariables) { /// Called by SmarterNotify: /// - When

SmarterNotify is called to check for new notifications /// - When

notifications are requested from this server /// /// Returns a

RemindersResult object } [WebMethod] public IntRequestResult

GetNewReminderCount( string authUsername, string authPassword, string

dataUsername, string lastCheckDateUTC, List<InputValue> customVariables) {

/// - Not currently called by SmarterNotify but could in future versions

/// /// Returns an IntRequestResult object } [WebMethod] public

ReminderResult GetReminder( string authUsername, string authPassword,

string dataUsername, string reminderID, List<InputValue> customVariables) {

/// Called by SmarterNotify: /// - When a specific notification is needed

from the server /// - When a notification is clicked in the notification

pane /// /// Returns a ReminderResult object } [WebMethod] public

IntRequestResult GetReminderCount( string authUsername, string

authPassword, string dataUsername, List<InputValue> customVariables) { ///

- Not currently called by SmarterNotify but could in future versions ///

/// Returns an IntRequestResult object } [WebMethod] public

IsAvailableResult PingService( string authUsername, string authPassword,

string dataUsername) { /// Called by SmarterNotify: /// - When

SmarterNotify needs to know if this server connection still exists /// -

(Most of the time this function will need to return an

IsAvailableResult.IsAvailable true value) /// - If

IsAvailableResult.IsAvailable ever returns false then the comunication to

this server will stop. /// /// Returns a IsAvailableResult object }

[WebMethod] public GenericResult SnoozeNotification( string authUsername,

string authPassword, string dataUsername, string reminderID, int

snoozeSeconds, List<InputValue> customVariables) { /// Called by

SmarterNotify: /// - When SmarterNotify calls to "Snooze" a specific

notification /// /// Returns a GenericResult object } #endregion } }

Connecting to a Plugin Provider

Plugin Providers Overview
Some users may wish to enhance the capabilities of SmarterNotify by installing plugins. A plugin is a

computer program that interacts with a host application (such as SmarterNotify) to provide a specific

function. For example, you could create a plugin that alerts you when it is lunchtime and suggests a
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restaurant to eat at. Although this may be a more whimsical use for a plugin provider, users with

programming knowledge can create plugins to notify them of just about anything.

As more users take advantage of SmarterNotify's functionality, those with programming knowledge

may create their own plugins for use with the application. For information on creating a plugin for

SmarterNotify, refer to the Requirements for Plugin Providers section of this help document.

Using SmarterNotify with Plugins
Setting Up a Plugin Provider
To use a plugin with SmarterNotify, you will need to install the plugin to the application's plugins

directory.

Follow these steps to install a plugin to SmarterNotify:

• If SmarterNotify is running, exit the application.

• Place the plugin in the Plugins directory of SmarterNotify. The default location for this folder

is C:\Program Files\SmarterTools\SmarterNotify\Plugins, but it may be in a different location if

you did not install SmarterNotify to the default location during the installation process.

• Open SmarterNotify.

• Create a new connection profile.

Creating a Connection Profile
Once a plugin has been added to the SmarterNotify plugin directory, you can create a connection

profile for the plugin in SmarterNotify.

Follow these steps to create a connection profile for a plugin:

• From the SmarterNotify interface, select Manage in the menu bar. Then select New

Connection . This should open a connection profile box.

• Choose a name for the connection profile and type it into the Profile Name field.

• Select the type of connection profile you are creating. In this instance, you would select

"Plugin Provider" from the drop-down menu.

• Select the type of plugin. The type of plugin will correspond with the plugin file name. For

example, if your plugin was named MeetingReminder.dll, the plugin type will also be

"MeetingReminder.dll".

• By default the Enable Connection on Application Start box is checked. If you do not want

SmarterNotify to search for notifications for this connection profile every time you start the

application, you can uncheck this box. However, you will have to manually force SmarterNotify

to search for notifications. For more information on how to do this, refer to the "Starting,
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Stopping, and Refreshing a Connection" article in the Managing Connections Overview section

of this help document.

• Click Save .

The newly created connection profile should appear in the connection profile pane. You can edit the

connection profile at any time. Information on editing and managing connection profiles can be found

in the Managing Connections Overview section of this help document.

Terms Used
Plugin Provider - A computer program that interacts with a host application (such as SmarterNotify) to

increase its functionality.

Plugin Type - The type of plugin will correspond with the plugin file name. For example, if your

plugin was named MeetingReminder.dll, the plugin type will also be “MeetingReminder.dll”.

Profile Name - The name the user wants associated with the connection profile.

Provider - The source or type of connection profile. The types of connection profiles supported by

SmarterNotify are SmarterMail, SmarterTrack, Web Service Provider, and Plugin Provider.

Requirements for Plugin Providers
When creating a plugin for SmarterNotify, you will want to ensure the plugin meets the following

requirements:

• Must be a compiled .DLL or .EXE file

• The classes that you want to be used in SmarterNotify must implement INotifyPluginProvider

from SmarterNotify.Connector DLL

• Be sure to call the AddNotification method any time you need to add a notification to

SmarterNotify

Note: If you do not have at least moderate programming knowledge, it is not recommended to create

plugins for use with SmarterNotify.

The following code is a general template that progammers can use to get an idea of what their plugin

provider should look like when the above requirements are met. Note: This code is a blueprint and will

not function.

using System; using System.Collections.Generic; using System.Linq; using

System.Text; using SmarterNotify.Connector; namespace SmarterNotifyProvider

{ public class SmarterNotifyPlugin : INotifyPluginProvider { #region

INotifyPluginProvider Members public event NotifyHelper.AddNotificationDel

AddNotification; public bool IsPluginAvailable() { /// Called by
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SmarterNotify: /// - When SmarterNotify needs to know if this server

connection still exists /// /// Returns a boolean value } public void

StartConnection() { /// Called by SmarterNotify: /// - When SmarterNotify

starts communicating with this plugin. /// (When the icon for the

connection profile turns green in SmarterNotify) /// /// Description: ///

/// In most cases this method will run a background thread which will

process notification checks. /// Remember, any time you want to add a

notification make sure to call the "AddNotification" /// event to inform

SmarterNotify of the new notification sent by this plugin. } public void

StopConnection() { /// Called by SmarterNotify: /// - When SmarterNotify

stops communicating with this plugin /// /// Description: /// /// This

function should trigger any events necessary to stop the background thread

from /// adding new notifications } #endregion } }

Importing and Exporting Connections
SmarterNotify also allows users to import and export connection profiles so they can be shared with

other users. There are a variety of reasons why users may share connections.

For example, a support specialist may have a connection profile set up to notify him of all incoming

tickets. When he goes on vacation, he can export that connection profile and send it to another co-

worker. The co-worker can then import the connection profile into his installation of SmarterNotify. In

doing so, the co-worker is notified when new tickets for the vacationing support specialist are received

and can take appropriate action.

Similarly, a system administrator may have connection profiles set up to help him monitor 100

servers. If a new system administrator also needs to monitor the same 100 servers, he doesn't need to

spend time creating new connection profiles for each server. Instead, his co-worker can export the

already-existing connection profiles and send them to the new system administrator. The new system

administrator can then import the connection profiles into his installation of SmarterNotify and begin

receiving notifications.

Follow these steps to export a connection from SmarterNotify:

• From the SmarterNotify interface, select Manage in the menu bar. Then select Export

Connection(s) . This should open an export connection profiles box.

• Select the connection profile(s) that you want to export. By default, all of your connection

profiles are selected. You can select a single connection profile by clicking on that profile.

• Click Browse to specify a destination to for the exported connection profile data.

• Click Export . The connection profile data will be saved as a .XML file in the destination you

specified.
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Follow these steps to import a connection to SmarterNotify:

• From the SmarterNotify interface, select Manage in the menu bar. Then select Import

Connection(s) . This should open an import connection profiles box.

• Click Browse to find the connection profile that you want to import to SmarterNotify. The

connection profile must be a .XML file.

• Select the connection profile that you want to import and click Open . The connection profile

that you want to import should appear in the import connection profiles box.

• Click Import . You will know the connection profile was successfully imported into the

application when it appears in the connection profile pane of the SmarterNotify interface.

Note: Connection profiles for plugin providers cannot be imported or exported.
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Managing Notifications

Managing Notifications Overview
Notifications will appear in the notification pane of the SmarterNotify interface. The notification pane

is the top horizontal pane to the right of the connection profile pane. Notifications are listed in the

order in which they are received, with the most recent notifications appearing at the top of the

notification pane. Information provided in the notification pane includes the notification subject, date

and time received, type, and the connection profile. Note: The date column will only show the time for

notifications received that day; for notifications received that week, the date column will show the day

and time; and for notifications received more than a week ago, the date column will show the date and

time the notification was received.

Additional content for the notification can be found in the preview pane, which is located directly

below the notification pane.

Read Out Loud
SmarterNotify supports text to speech synthesizing. The Read Out Loud feature reads aloud the date

and subject of a notification and can be used in conjunction with notification sounds. For information

on enabling and disabling this feature for all new notifications, refer to the Settings section of this help

document.

The Read Out Loud feature will also read aloud the date and subject of all previously received

notifications.

Follow these steps to have SmarterNotify read aloud any previously received notifications in your

notification pane:

• From the SmarterNotify interface, select Notifications in the menu bar.

• Then select Read Out Loud Active Notifications .

Note: To stop SmarterNotify from speaking the active notifications, select Notifcations and then select

Stop Reading Out Loud .

Snoozing Notifications
Follow these steps to snooze a single notification or multiple notifications:

• Select the notifications you want to snooze. Multiple notifications can be selected by pressing

CTRL on your keyboard and clicking on the desired notifications.
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• Select Notifications in the menu bar.

• Then select Snooze Selected and select the amount of time that you want the notification(s) to

snooze.

You can also snooze notifications by following these steps:

• Select the notifications you want to snooze. Multiple notifications can be selected by pressing

CTRL on your keyboard and clicking on the desired notifications.

• Select the amount of time that you want the notification(s) to snooze and click the Snooze

button near the bottom of the SmarterNotify interface.

By default, snoozing a notification temporarily removes it from the notification pane of the

SmarterNotify interface for the amount of time you selected. When that time has passed, the

SmarterNotify will send you a reminder notification and the notification will reappear in the

notification pane of the SmarterNotify interface.

You can view snoozed notifications by checking the Show Snoozed Items box near the bottom of the

SmarterNotify interface or by selecting Notifications in the menu bar and then selecting Show

Snoozed Items . Your notifications will reappear in the notification pane of the SmarterNotify

interface.

Dismissing Notifications
SmarterNotify has two methods for deleting notifications you no longer need.

The following steps can be used to delete a single notification or multiple notifications:

• Select the notifications you want to delete. Multiple notifications can be selected by pressing

CTRL on your keyboard and clicking on the desired notifications.

• Select Notifications in the menu bar.

• Then select Dismiss Selected .

The following steps can be used to delete all of your notifications:

• From the SmarterNotify interface, select Notifications in the menu bar.

• Then select Dismiss All .

Once notifications have been deleted they cannot be recovered.
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Settings
This section describes how to make some basic changes to your settings. Application settings can be

accessed by selecting Manage in the menu bar and selecting Settings . This will open the settings

window in which you can make changes to the general application and notification settings. Once all

changes are made, click the Save button in the lower right corner of the settings window.

General
General application settings can be found by clicking on the General tab in the settings window.

Preferences

• Enable application hiding when the interface closes - Checking this box will hide the

application when the SmarterNotify interface is closed or minimized. By default this option is

enabled.

• Enable notification methods only when the application is minimized - Checking this box will

disable speech and sound notifications when the SmarterNotify interface is maximized. By

default this option is disabled.

• Enable auto-navigation to new notifications - Checking this box will allow SmarterNotify to

automatically highlight and preview the most recent notification and its connection profile. By

default this option is enabled.

• Enable application minimizing after dismissing notifications - Checking this box will

minimize the application after the user has deleted all notifications by clicking Dismiss All. By

default this option is disabled.

Error Tracking

This option allows the user to track application errors. By default this option is set to log errors only,

but additional error tracking options are available by clicking on the drop-down menu.

• Disabled - Application errors will not be tracked.

• Enable logging - Application errors will be tracked and logged.

• Enable notifications - Application errors will be tracked and the user will receive a notification

when errors occur.

• Enable logging and notifications - Application errors will be tracked, logged, and the user will

receive a notification when errors occur.

You can view the error tracking log by clicking on the View Log link next to the drop-down box. To

delete the error tracking log, click the Clear Log link next to the drop-down box.
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Connection Tracking

This option allows the user to track connection profile changes. By default this option is disabled.

Enabling connection tracking will create a log or notify the user when the availability of a server

changes or when a connection profile is created, modified or deleted. The following connection

tracking options are available by clicking on the drop-down menu:

• Disabled - Connection profile changes will not be tracked.

• Enable logging - Connection profile changes will be tracked and logged.

• Enable notifications - Connection profile changes will be tracked and the user will receive a

notification when errors occur.

• Enable logging and notifications - Connection profile changes will be tracked, logged, and the

user will receive a notification when errors occur.

You can view the connection tracking log by clicking on the View Log link next to the drop-down

box. To delete the connection tracking log, click the Clear Log link next to the drop-down box.

Notification Tracking

This option allows the user to track notifications. By default this option is disabled, but you can enable

notification tracking by clicking on the drop-down menu and selecting Enable . Enabling notification

tracking will create a log of previously received notifications.

You can view the notification tracking log by clicking on the View Log link next to the drop-down

box. To delete the notification tracking log, click the Clear Log link next to the drop-down box.

Notification Settings
Notification settings can be found by clicking on the Notifications tab in the settings window.

Notification Methods

• Enable notification sounds - Checking this box will enable SmarterNotify to play a sound

when new notifications are received. By default this option is enabled.

• Enable Read Out Loud - Checking this box will activate the Read Out Loud feature of

SmarterNotify. This feature reads aloud the date and subject of a notification and can be used in

conjunction with notification sounds. By default this option is enabled.

• Enable message balloon pop-ups - Checking this box will enable SmarterNotify to display a

pop-up message near the taskbar when new notifications are received. By default this option is

enabled.

• Enable system tray animated icon - Checking this box will animate the SmarterNotify icon in

the system tray when new notifications are received. By default this option is enabled.
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• Enable SmarterNotify pop-up - Checking this box will maximize the SmarterNotify interface

when new notifications are received. By default this option is disabled. Note: If this option is

enabled, the SmarterNotify interface must be minimized to work.

Notification Sound

If notification sounds are enabled, SmarterNotify will automatically play the default notification sound

when new notifications are received. You can change the notification sound by clicking Browse and

selecting a .WAV file on your computer.

Sound Interval

This option allows you to set notification sounds to play once or at specific intervals listed in the drop-

down menu until the notification is acknowleged.
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End User License Agreement (EULA)
SMARTERNOTIFY END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT SmarterTools,
Inc. Software License Terms
This End User License Agreement ("EULA") is between SmarterTools, Inc. ("SmarterTools") and the

License holder ("You") of the software product this EULA accompanies ("Software"). It is important

to read and understand all of the terms, limitations, and conditions contained in this EULA prior to

installing and using the Software because they affect how You may use the Software and Your rights

under this License. By explicitly accepting this EULA, or by installing, copying, downloading,

accessing, or otherwise using the Software, You agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA. If, prior

to using or installing the Software, You decide that You are unable or unwilling to agree to the terms

of this EULA, promptly and completely uninstall and destroy any electronic copies of the Software

and accompanying items in your possession.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions shall apply for the purposes of this EULA:

* "License" shall refer to the revocable, non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the Software

("License") in accordance with the terms and conditions of this EULA. The term License applies to

purchased and non-purchased Licenses, including Licenses that may have been included at no charge

or distributed as part of a promotion or promotional offer by SmarterTools or an authorized

SmarterTools affiliate.

* "Version" shall apply to a progressive variant of the Software in the form of a sequential numerical

representation, usually with higher numbers representing more recent variants (e.g., 1.0, 3.4, 4.x).

* "Edition" shall apply to a predefined set of features and/or functionality for the Software that may

vary according to selections made at the time a License is acquired (e.g., Free, Professional.

Enterprise, other).

* "Level" shall apply to the capacity limitations for the Software that may vary according to selections

made at the time a License is acquired (the maximum allowed numbers of users, profiles, devices,

email addresses domains, web sites, agents, or other limitation).

* "Feature Selection(s)" shall apply collectively to Edition, Version, Level, and other

characteristics/behavior of the Software and may be dependent upon selections made at the time the

License was acquired, whether or not the Software was received as part of a promotion or promotional

offer, whether or not the Software was received with or included in another product or service, or via

another SmarterTools approved method.
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* "Effective Date" shall be the date upon which this EULA was accepted by You.

* "Update" shall refer to a reinstallation of the Software for the purposes of correcting defects,

improving performance, adding functionality, altering Feature Selections, or any other reinstallation.

* "License Key" shall apply to the alphanumeric combination entered/applied upon installation and

used to access Feature Selections. License Keys are delivered to the owners of purchased (paid for)

Licenses, if applicable (pursuant to this EULA). SmarterTools may create and provide certain Levels,

Editions, and/or Versions of the Software that do not require entry or use of a License Key for

promotional or other purposes. This EULA remains in full force and effect whether or not a License

Key is required or provided by SmarterTools.

* "Periodic License" shall be a License with a defined temporal component (start and end date)

whether or not such License is subject to renewal, automatically renews, effectively terminates, or is

extended (e.g., Monthly/Lease Licenses, Trial Licenses, Development Licenses). Periodic Licenses

may be governed by additional terms and conditions in a separate written agreement.

* "Third Party Providers" shall be any other software, application, plug-in, utility, tool, device, or

methodology by any individual, group, organization, affiliation, company, or other entity that

connects, modifies, links, and/or integrates to/with the Software for any purpose whatsoever.

* "Shared Hosting" shall refer to an individual, group, or organization ("Shared Host") that maintains a

physical server device upon which software and/or tools are owned and installed by the Shared Host

and made available to third parties for access or use; whether or not a fee or other compensation is

exchanged; and in which the third parties do not have authorization or access to the activation areas of

the Software and/or do not have authorization or access to system administration functions.

* "Dedicated Hosting" shall refer to an individual, group, or organization ("Dedicated Host") that

maintains a physical server device that is wholly or, in the case of Virtual Private Servers ("VPS"), a

dedicated portion of a physical server device that is sold, leased, or otherwise made available to a third

party; whether or not a fee or other compensation is exchanged; and in which the third party has

authorization and/or access to the activation areas of the software and/or to system administration

functions.

THIS EULA APPLIES TO

* This Software, including but not limited to the object code, source code, and License Key

* Features selection(s)

* Updates
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* Services, support, advice, and recommendations related to this Software that may be made available

by SmarterTools on the Internet, in the Software documentation, by spoken word, or via any other

media or medium

* Any and all Technical Support Services offered in connection with the Software via any media or

medium whatsoever

1. License.

A. Grant of License.

Upon the Effective Date, SmarterTools hereby grants You a License for the software in which this

EULA is included. This EULA shall remain in effect until terminated in accordance with the terms of

this EULA or superseded by another End User License Agreement which may or may not be pursuant

to the installation of an Update to the Software, re-activation of the Software, migration of the

installation to another device, or the replacement of the Software. SmarterTools, together with any

third party content providers whose software code may be incorporated in the Software or distributed

with it, retains all rights, title, and interest to the Software, including, but not limited to, copyrights,

trademarks, proprietary methods, source code, and trade secrets incorporated into the Software.

This License is subject to any restrictions that SmarterTools, in its sole discretion, may impose in this

EULA or may be imposed as a condition of use, including but not limited to the particular Features

Selections.

B. Use of the Software.

You shall use the Software for Your own personal or internal business purposes. Personal or internal

business purposes shall include the installation of the Software and activation of only one License on

any single personal computer or server, or one instance of a Virtual Private Server, for Your own use

or use by Your Customer(s) pursuant to the terms of section 1.C. below.

You may reassign/migrate this Software to a different device owned, leased, or rented by You subject

to SmarterTools' approval in its sole discretion, provided that You completely uninstall or delete the

Software from any personal computer, server, Virtual Private Server, or other device on which the

Software was previously installed. SmarterTools reserves the right to require, in its sole discretion,

reauthorization, re-registration, or another form of authentication at no additional charge to enable

reassignment of the Software, and may disable the related License Key and/or access to the Software

Feature Selections if it determines, in its sole discretion, that such reassignment is prohibited by the

terms of this EULA or constitutes fraud.

C. Sublicense, Resale, Lease, Sub-lease, or Transfer
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You may sublicense this License to a third party(ies) ("Customer") only pursuant to a Shared Hosting

agreement and the terms and conditions of this EULA, if applicable. You represent and warrant that

each Customer has accepted this EULA prior to allowing the Customer access to or utilization of the

Software and You shall promptly provide confirmation of each Customer(s)'s acceptance of the EULA

upon request by SmarterTools. You shall indemnify, defend, and hold SmarterTools harmless against

any claims asserted by or against You by any of Your Customer(s) or by any third party related to

Your Customer(s)'s use of the Software, including but not limited to claims of infringement of the

intellectual property rights of any third party and the additional warrantee, liability, and

indemnification provisions found in Sections 3 and 5.

Dedicated Hosts and other authorized parties ("SmarterTools Authorized Reseller") may Resell, Lease,

Sub-lease, or Transfer this License (collectively, "Transfer") to any third party subject and pursuant to

a separate authorizing agreement in writing with SmarterTools ("Master Reseller Agreement"). For the

purposes of this EULA, Transfer shall refer to any transaction whereby sole use, management,

ownership, and/or control of the software is assigned to any third-party for that party's benefit,

pursuant to the terms and conditions of this EULA, whether or not a fee or other compensation is

charged and whether or not such Transfer is permanent or temporary. Transfers by or between any

party(ies) other than SmarterTools or a SmarterTools Authorized Reseller must be approved by

SmarterTools in advance and in writing.

You may install and maintain the Software on behalf of a third party; however, all SmarterTools

Licenses in such circumstances must be purchased by the third party directly through SmarterTools or

through a SmarterTools Authorized Reseller and the Software must be activated under the name of the

related third party; thereby, the related third party assumes full ownership of the License subject to the

terms and conditions of this EULA.

D. Limitations on Use of the Software and License Keys.

You shall not modify, reverse engineer, reverse assemble, decompile, disassemble, decrypt, reflect, or

use reflection on the Software, or otherwise attempt to discover or obtain the source code or structure,

sequence, or organization of the software in whole or in part, except as provided in Section 9 of this

EULA. You may distribute copies of the software in the same format that you received it, pursuant to

the terms of this EULA, so long as You do not modify the Software in any way and so long as all

copyright, trademark, and other notices contained in the Software remain intact. You may not share,

distribute, transfer, modify, replicate, release, or otherwise publish any License Key.

The Software may periodically and automatically contact SmarterTools pursuant to Section 10 of this

EULA. This contact may occur without any notice to You of such contact, and You hereby consent to

such contact with SmarterTools. You shall not disable, delay, dismantle, disrupt, or otherwise interfere
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with the ability of the Software to contact or communicate with SmarterTools or the authentication of

License Keys. Further, You shall not attempt to bypass, circumvent, disable, design around, or obviate

the License Keys for any reason, including but not limited to attempts to access features or capabilities

in the Software not included in your Features Selection. Further, other than pursuant to Section 1.C. of

this EULA, You shall not disclose or disseminate any License Keys associated or distributed with the

Software, publicly or to any third party, nor shall You allow anyone else to use any such License

Keys.

You shall not use the Software to harm third parties, disseminate unsolicited communications (emails,

etc.), requests, or harmful data or programs including but not limited to malicious scripts and viruses.

You shall not use the Software to disseminate pornography, child pornography, or other harmful or

illegal materials, or in any way that may disparage or bring disrepute to SmarterTools.

2. Term and Termination.

This EULA is effective as of the Effective Date. You may terminate this EULA by completely

deleting and wholly destroying any copies of the Software and documentation in Your possession or

control. SmarterTools may terminate the License and/or EULA if, in its sole discretion, SmarterTools

determines that You have breached any of the terms and conditions of this EULA, with or without

notice to You of such termination.

Sections 1.B., 1.C., 1.D., 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 shall survive termination of this EULA.

3. Limited Warranty and Limitation of Liability.

A. No Warranties.

SmarterTools does not warrant that the Software will meet Your requirements, that the operation of

the Software will be uninterrupted or error-free; that any data supplied by the Software will be

accurate; or that the Software will work with any 3rd-party or supplemental software or hardware

furnished with or accompanying the Software. Further, SmarterTools does not warrant the efficacy,

functionality, or operation of such Accompanying Software or Hardware. ALL HARDWARE,

SOFTWARE, OR OTHER PRODUCTS OR SERVICES PROVIDED BY SMARTERTOOLS

UNDER THIS EULA ARE PROVIDE AS-IS, AND SMARTERTOOLS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

B. No Liability for Damages.

SmarterTools shall not be liable for any damages under this EULA, including but not limited to

consequential, statutory, punitive, incidental, or indirect damages, including but not limited to any loss

of data, loss of profits, loss of savings, loss of time or convenience, or additional cost arising out of the
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use of or inability to use the Software, documentation, or any 3rd-party or accompanying software or

hardware; even if SmarterTools has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Further,

SmarterTools shall not be liable for nor bound by any claims, representations, promises, assertions, or

other statements made by any third party, including but not limited to resellers and sales

representatives. SmarterTools shall not be liable for any damages or inconvenience resulting from

errant data or misreporting of data, nor failures to relay information that may be deemed important by

the user, or for any damages arising from events listed in Section 5 of this EULA.

C. Third Party Providers and Web Services.

The Software is designed to integrate and/or to be used in conjunction with Third Party Providers

through Web services. SmarterTools assumes no liability and makes no warranty or guarantee

regarding the applicability of effectiveness of this Software when used in conjunction with these

products or whether or not such integration or use might interfere with the operation therein. You

agree to hold SmarterTools harmless in all matters resulting from the integration or use with Third

Party Providers.

D. Limitation of Liability.

Your sole remedy under this Agreement shall be limited to replacement of the Software.

4. Technical Support.

Currently, SmarterTools provides technical support for the Software via SmarterTools personnel,

documentation, and Internet resources. Depending on Your Features Selection, including but not

limited to pricing, volume, Software version, and the number of licenses You purchased, a certain

amount of technical support may be included at no additional charge. Otherwise, technical support

may be available for an additional charge on a per incident, per call, per time-frame basis, or in other

support packages. The amount of these charges may vary from time to time. Technical support is

provided AS-IS, and the provisions of Sections 3 and 5 apply to technical support.

SmarterTools provides no guarantee, expressed or implied, regarding the efficacy or continuation of

technical or other support for this Software or particular version of this Software for any length of time

and SmarterTools may choose to discontinue such support at any time and for any reason, with or

without notice.

5. Indemnification.

You shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless SmarterTools and its suppliers, licensors, successors,

affiliates, agents, employees, executives, and assigns (hereafter "SmarterTools Indemnified Parties")

from any claims, damages, losses, or expenses (including without limitation attorney fees and costs)

incurred in connection with any and all damages, losses, claims, suits, judgments, or causes of action
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asserted against SmarterTools Indemnified Parties by You, Your Customers, or any third parties

related to:

* Any claims arising from or related to Your use of the Software or use of the Software by Your

Customers or any portion thereof, including but not limited to claims of infringement of patents,

copyrights, or other intellectual property or proprietary rights arising from your use of the Software or

from use of the Software or any portion thereof in combination with any other software, hardware,

device, system, or service;

* Damages arising from Your breach or Your Customer's breach of this EULA;

* Any loss, misdirection, or inaccuracy of any and all data, message, and/or information (partial or

complete) by or directed to You, Your Affiliates, Your Customers, Your vendors, Your assignees, or

any related third party and from any action, inaction, or consequence arising out of such loss,

misdirection, or inaccuracy of any data, message, or information;

* Any misuse, abuse, hostile transmission, fraud, or unlawful action arising from or related to the use

of the Software or any portion thereof by or directed at You, Your affiliates, Your Customers, Your

vendors, Your assignees, and/or any related third party;

* Any claim, damage, loss, or expense related to the installation, quality, use, operation, functionality,

transfer, or deinstallation of the Software to You, Your Customer(s), or third parties.

* Any charges imposed by You or third parties on You or Your Customers related to Your or Your

Customer(s)'s use of the Software, including but not limited to charges for data transmission and

bandwidth, regardless of whether you have followed any configuration recommendations provided

with the Software or Software documentation.

6. Transfers.

The rights under the License may be sublicensed under the terms of Section 1.C. or transferred to any

of Your successors, heirs, or assigns upon prior written notice to SmarterTools. Any other attempt to

sublicense, assign, or transfer any of the rights, duties, or obligations hereunder is void unless You

have a separate written agreement with SmarterTools allowing for such transfer(s).

7. Jurisdiction.

This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the laws of the United States and the State of

Arizona, except for conflict of law provisions. The parties agree that for any dispute, controversy or

claim arising out of or in connection with this Agreement, venue and personal jurisdiction shall be in

the federal, state, or local court with competent jurisdiction located in Maricopa County, Arizona. The

prevailing party will be entitled to an award of reasonable attorney's fees.
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In the case that You are an agency or entity of the United States Government, the following additional

terms apply:

* The Software qualifies as Restricted Computer Software, as defined in the Rights in Data-General

clause at Federal Acquisition Regulations 52.227-14.

* Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in

subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at DFARS

252.227-7013.

8. Payments.

You shall pay the total fee(s) for the Software imposed by SmarterTools at the time of License

purchase, unless separate payment terms have been specifically arranged with SmarterTools in

advance. You shall pay all invoices rendered by SmarterTools within thirty (30) calendar days after

from invoice date, or within another time frame set forth by SmarterTools in writing in a separate

agreement. All payments shall be made in United States Dollars ($). If You fail to pay any amount due

within the related timeframe described herein, SmarterTools may impose late charges equal to the

lesser of 1.5% per month or the highest interest rate allowable by applicable law, together with all

related expenses and collection costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, incurred by SmarterTools

collecting any amounts owed under this EULA. Further, You shall reimburse SmarterTools for any

out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection with duties performed by SmarterTools hereunder.

Upon request by You, SmarterTools shall provide You with reasonable documentation evidencing the

out-of-pocket expenses incurred by SmarterTools.

SmarterTools may disable the related License Key and/or access to the Software Feature Selections for

the Software if related invoices are not paid within a reasonable timeframe as determined by

SmarterTools in its sole discretion. Licenses purchases that are made fraudulently, deceptively, or that

result in a charge-back or disputed charge are considered to be not paid and are subject to immediate

disablement.

9. Limitations to Customization.

Should You choose to alter the appearance and/or user interface of the Software (the "Skin") by using

the custom style or Skin options that may or may not be included in certain versions of the Software or

by using a third-party process to alter the appearance or interface of the Software, the following

requirements must be met:

* You shall maintain and not remove or obscure any proprietary notices in the Software. The

SmarterTools name may be displayed in any font type or style, but it must be displayed in no smaller

than 8-point font. The name of the Software shall remain visible to the naked eye and free from any
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clutter or similar color scheme (e.g. black font on a black or similarly dark background that would

preclude the user from easily identifying the Software). Use of the qualifiers "powered by" and

"provided by" is permitted (e.g. "Powered by SmarterMail"). Any deviation from these limitations

must be approved in writing by SmarterTools in advance of implementation and may result in

additional license fees, if applicable.

* All applicable copyright and trademark information shall remain visible to the naked eye, free from

any clutter or similar color scheme, and can be displayed in any font type or style but shall be

displayed in no smaller than 8-point font.

10. Transmission of Information and Communication.

Upon the Effective Date and at other times during the term of this EULA You may be required to

supply certain information including, but not limited to, email address(es), password(s), personal

and/or company information, payment information (e.g. credit card information), and/or other

personally identifiable and potentially valuable information. Acceptance of this Agreement indicates

Your willingness to provide this information and have it transmitted to SmarterTools via internet,

phone, facsimile, verbally, or otherwise and Your assumption of the incumbent risks associated with

such transfers. SmarterTools takes the privacy and security of data very seriously and will make

efforts to protect data in accordance with our privacy policy. A copy of the SmarterTools privacy

policy is available by request. In any event, SmarterTools and its suppliers, licensors, successors,

affiliates, agents, employees, executives, and assigns shall not be liable for any stolen, misdirected, or

otherwise mishandled information pursuant to this EULA.

From time to time SmarterTools may contact You at any address, including any email address(es),

You have provided to SmarterTools regarding the Software, available Updates or Features Selection

for the Software, or for promotional purposes. You hereby expressly consent to such communications.

If you do not wish to receive further notices, you may notify SmarterTools of your preferences.

From time to time the Software may cause computers, servers, and/or other electronic devices on

which You install and operate this Software to use the internet or other means to exchange data with

computers, servers, or other electronic devices owned by SmarterTools in order to maintain licenses,

communicate updates or instructions, track the location and install base of the Software, gauge

performance, enforce SmarterTools' rights with regard to licensing and this EULA, or other

information as is needed to properly maintain, protect, or update the Software and Licenses.

Acceptance of this Agreement indicates Your acceptance of this communication and Your assumption

of the incumbent risks associated with such communication.

11. Severability.
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The provisions of this Agreement will be deemed severable and the invalidity or unenforceability of

any provision(s) will not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision(s) herein. 12.

Entire Agreement. This EULA constitutes and expresses the entire agreement and understanding

between the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter, all revisions discussions, promises,

representation, and understanding relative thereto, if any, being herein merged. This Agreement

replaces and supersedes any prior agreement entered into between the parties hereto with respect to the

subject matter herein and may only be modified, altered, or amended by an instrument in writing

signed by SmarterTools.

Thank You for choosing SmarterTools Software.

Rev. 20081015
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